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In August, we returned from our first East Coast tour, which ran from July
15th-August 3rd. We played our kickoff at the Lunchbox in Phoenix before
heading out. We played in a lot of new cities and stayed with a number of friends
I put together a retrospective tour diary, which you can read in this issue.
We also put out a new single (“Things Fall Apart”) and a music video (for
“Minuet of Stone” dir. Malakai) when we left. We’re now back in Phoenix and
playing a sparser agenda of shows as we work on the new record.
I don’t have a release date or many details on the new record at this time, but at
least half of the songs have already been written and recorded in some format-it’s a matter of reworking and putting everything together, I suppose. Sam Russo
should be returning to play drums on this record (he played on Crowdsurf and
BIO/FEEDBACK). The working title to the album is You Can’t Destroy Monsters With Whimsy, which is partially an allusion to an Antonio Gramsci quote
I’ve always been fond of:
“The old world is dying, and the new world struggles to be born: now is the time of monsters.”

I suppose its themes so far are loosely meant to be a meditation on death and
rebirth--as well as the horrors that accompany such cycles. I feel this can be an
apt metaphor when applied to many concepts: political systems, friendships, the
self, etc. It’s been sort of a guiding premise as I piece or repiece things together.
That’s about all I’ve got for now. I hope you enjoy issue #002.
Yours Truly,
Clipper Arnold
and Red Tank!

“THE BEST LACK ALL CONVICTION, WHILE THE
WORST ARE FULL OF PASSIONATE INTENSITY.”
WHEELS ARE TURNING, YOU CAN’T HOLD IT UNDER
ALWAYS FEELING LIKE WE’RE STUCK IN THE GROUND.
WHEN THE LEVEE BREAKS, WHEN THE CENTER CAN’T
HOLD ANYMORE. WHERE WILL YOU BE WHEN TUMULT AND CHAOS LINE THE CIELING? WHEN THERE’S
BLOOD IN YOUR EYES AND YOU CAN’T SEE SO CLEARLY? WHEN THE LEVEE BREAKS, WHEN THE CENTER
CAN’T HOLD ANYMORE. THERE’S NO MORE TIME FOR
THESE VAPID, TERSE NEGOTIATIONS. THERE’S NO
ACCOUNTING FOR AMBIGUOUS COMMUNICATIONS.
WHEN THE LEVEE BREAKS, WHEN THE CENTER CAN’T
HOLD ANYMORE. WHEELS ARE TURNING, YOU CAN’T
HOLD IT UNDER ALWAYS FEELING LIKE WE’RE STUCK
IN THE GROUND. WHEN THE LEVEE BREAKS, WHEN
THE CENTER CAN’T HOLD ANYMORE.
-RED TANK! “THINGS FALL APART”-

RED TANK! TOUR DIARIES
My friend Manolo said he enjoyed re-reading our old tour diaries, which were re-published in the
first issue. He suggested I do them again, but with our most recent tour. Unfortunately, I didn’t take
any notes along the way. What follows is a brief, retrospective recounting of events which transpired
between July 15th - August 3rd of 2017.

___________________________

Clipper- the gracious and lupine captain,
vocalist and guitarist.
Nathaniel- the long-haired drummer of
orderly disposition.
Daniel- the tall and expressive guitarist.
Nicholas- the reserved, bearded bassist.
Joseph- the nomadic poet, merch/video.
___________________________
We left on the tailwind of anticipation
around noon the day after our Lunchbox
show. Daniel, Nick, Nate, Joseph, and
myself eventually figured out how to stack
all of our gear and bags in the back of a
truck. We had a sort of metal bed covering
for it. It was tight, but seemed safer and
more inconspicuous than a camper shell.
We drove for about 16 hours straight
through the night before arriving in
Austin. Daniel and I had been listening to
the audiobook of Deleuze and Guattari’s
A Thousand Plateaus on little sleep and in
a somewhat delusional state as we drove
through flatlands and hilly roads of Texas.
When we arrived in Austin, it was about 8
a.m. We stayed with Joseph’s friend E.E.

and performed at Beerland the following
day. A Minor Threat-inspired hardcore
band opened and a heavy band with big
ass amps played after us. The bartender,
Savannah, also told me she was from
Providence and knew the guy who booked
our show out there. We talked about how
chaotic South By Southwest can be. She
told me it was even more chaotic for a
bartender.
We hung out with E.E. and got coffee the
next day. We met their friend Canaan,
Joseph’s friend Mountain, and one of the
guys who played in Future Death came by
because he just moved out of E.E.’s place.
We opened for them at The Trunk Space
maybe 2 years ago.
Our Chicago-area show ended up dropping. On the way up North, we stayed
with my friend Memphis Mike’s parents
in Memphis before driving to Cleveland
and staying with my friend Charlie. Much
of these days were spent driving and getting food outside of rural gas stations.
I believe it was outside of Kentucky that
we saw a man unfolding a confederate
flag on the hood of his car, which was a
pretty bizarre image--one which I suppose
we would have hoped to be anachronistic.

I remember it raining when we left Cleveland. We stopped at a Dunkin’ Donuts.
Dan made a comment about how in the
dystopian future, America will no longer
run on Dunkin’ and avocado toast will be
the new power structure.
We also stayed in Philly with my friend
Naomi, who took us to a Karaoke bar. I
got kicked off the mic for trying to crowdsurf to “All Star” by Smashmouth.
The next day we drove through upstate
New York and played in Prattsville--a
very small, woody town with a population
of 700 people. The arts center was mostly
attended by other touring bands and
talkative children wearing Pokemon shirts
who told us about how local bikers would
start fights at the bar. The people who ran
the arts center gave us coffee and had a
vegetable spread prepared.
The show was sparsely attended, as one
might intuit from a town with a small
population, though the arts center was
hospitable. I believe the other bands were
all touring pop punk bands who knew
each other for the most part. There was
also an acoustic duo who played a cover
of Natalie Imbruglia’s “Torn”.
It was around this time that Joseph told
me he had described us as “doomy surf
punk” in another city--Austin, probably.
After playing, we got drunk at local bars.
Nate put Death Grips and Sonic Youth on

the jukebox, presumably to the chagrin of
some. I remember Dan being rather upset,
partially in relation to the neanderthalic
comments of some townie.
We drove to Vermont the next morning.
Nate took a timelapse video of our drive
through the rural woodlands. I believe I
recall us stopping in Albany on the way-where we went to a Guitar Center, got
coffee, and got food. Joseph and I played
some songs on guitar and the others
bought pedals and other gear.
I accidentally routed us to a different
Monkey House an hour and a half away
from the one we were supposed to be
performing at--whoops.
We stopped at a small, calming stream on
the way to the actual destination, where I
gathered a couple of stones. I gave one to
Nick as a totem.
In Vermont, we performed at Monkey
House. The town was college-adjacent to
a town called Burlington. We performed
with a folk punk band called Pissant--who
were kind enough to share some whiskey
with us and offer a place to stay afterwards. One of them gave Dan a jacket.
Traffic in Boston was fucked up. It was
raining pretty hard and traffic was backed
up. Many streets in Boston are unmarked,
which led to some pretty...impressionistic
driving. It was actually kind of fun to
maneuver through, but kind of frustrating

and anxiety-inducing at the same time.
We stopped at a record store next to the
venue we were playing--it was a small nook
in a basement. I asked the man running
the store if I could film inside. He said we
could, permitted we were not government
agents. I told him I didn’t believe myself
to be one, but couldn’t be sure. I think we
talked about Blade Runner and Descartes in
relation to this line of inquiry.

Brian Chippendale’s wolf at Julian’s
in Providence.

The Land Before Time cover art and
Gatecreeper’s “Sonoran Depravation”
cover art. Coincidence?

It was a nice little store. He bought some
CDs and cassettes from us and told me
about a documentary he was making for his
deceased friend, who was a lively character
that promoted various shows at The Middle
East (a club in Boston). He told me his
friend had always said that it had been
clear the human race was evolving and that
musicians were evolving faster than the rest
of humanity. I told him that sounded like a
nice sentiment that I’d love to believe, but
that in my experience (as a musician and
being around musicians), some musicians
are regressive in many other capacities.
He showed me a trailer for the documentary, which featured interviews about his
friend with Meg White and other musicians.
There was a video of his friend taking the
microphone and speaking/joking at length
before an Elliot Smith performance. Apparently, his ashes now reside above the entry
door of The Middle East.
Dan and I went for a walk and the others
went to get food. When we returned, we
performed at Obrien’s with a few bands

and I met John--the guy who had booked
our tour. He was wearing an Iron Maiden
shirt. It was nice to meet him in person after
having talked on the phone for a while and
after his help with some of the shows on
our last West Coast tour. He told me one of
the bands we were playing with studied at
Berkelee College of Music.
We had some trouble getting into John’s
friend’s house later that night, and morale
ran low as we waited for hours to get in and
get to sleep. The next day, we hung around
Boston for a while at a park before heading
to Providence. We sat in a tree for a few
hours until a security guard told us to come
down.
I really enjoyed our Providence show. I
remembered Savannah, the bartender in
Austin, told us she knew the promoter who
booked the show in providence. His name
is Joe Touchette. When I was in Austin, I
asked to take a picture of her to send Joe,
who had Facebook messaged me about
the Providence show. She told me to wait
until we got there to surprise him. I showed
him the picture and told him she said “hi.”
He said she had died her hair pink and it
looked nice.
We were also told Dusk was a “goth bar,”
which one might infer from the decorations:
i.e. dark tapestries, candelabras, etc. They
were playing The Land Before time on
mute. Dan and I joked about how the cover
of Land Before Time looked very similar to
the landscape image featured on the cover
art of Gatecreeper’s Sonoran Depravation.

They had beer for us in the backroom of
the bar, which was nice to hang out in. We
shot the shit with various bands performing
that night. I also made a joke about how
I heard Lightning Bolt were going to be
on the bill (since we were in Providence),
but I soon found people thought that was a
serious claim. When I went outside, people
were talking to Joe about how there was a
rumor Lightning Bolt would be performing.
I interjected to let them know this was just
supposed to be a good ass joke.
We stayed with Joe’s friend and got
brunch (eggs benedict) in the morning at
a place called Julian’s, where I snapped a
photograph of a wolf Brian Chippendale (of
Lightning Bolt) verified was his.
We left shortly after brunch, stopping
in Plymouth to get food. We drove by
Plymouth Rock and I couldn’t stop thinking
about that Malcolm X quote. We walked
along the shore for a while and were happy
to finally reach the coast. The picture on
one of the following pages is Dan walking
the shoreline.
We played in New York the next day and
stayed with Ed, who lives in an artist commune of sorts / warehouse in Bushwick.
Apparently, Mac DeMarco used to live
there and the guy from PC Worship lives
there. The roommates were nice. The living
room had a number of instruments lying
around--a bunch of pianos and the like. We
played at a venue called The Well, which

was right down the street.
I ran into a former friend
who I hadn’t expected to
see. It was actually a pretty
frustrating and upsetting
experience and I actually
ended up asking him to
leave due to circumstances
I’d rather not discuss here.
After playing the show, we
went back to Ed’s. I was
up for a while talking with
Ed’s roommates--I overheard them talking about
communism and capitalism
and figured I had to put my
political science degree to
some use.
The next day, we had quite
a bit of time to hang around
New York. We got pizza
and beer, visited record
stores, went to Central
Park, and rode the subway.
Ed threw a party that night.
We saw our friends Connor,
Zach, and the guys from
Wolvves. Dan ended up
playing a set and I hung out
with Aydin (from Wolvves)
for quite a while. It was
also Joseph’s birthday and
his friend Ryan brought
him a vegan “cake” made
of vegetables.
I remember Ed’s room-

mate Tim told me one of
fundamental purposes of
music is the expression
of things that must be
expressed. It sounds simple,
but it felt like a liberating
sentiment--especially if
you worry that people have
a hard time understanding
you or what you’re doing.
I’ll always remember that.
We played in Erie the next
day and were running rather
late-- I remember it raining
a lot and we were rushing
to make the show. We ended up getting there in time
and played a decent set,
though we had quite a few
technical difficulties. In any
event, we were somewhat
relieved to be done playing
shows. We stayed in what
we gathered to be a punk
squat--as there was quite a
bit of graffiti on the walls
and the place was primarily
populated by crust punks.
We drove back through
Cleveland, Memphis, and
Austin. In Memphis, we
got a chance to stop by
Goner Records--a label I’ve
adored for quite some time.
They put out records by
Guitar Wolf, Jay Reatard,
Ex-cult, and more. I actually noticed that the guy

working the counter was a
member of Ex-cult. I told
him how we opened for
them in Phoenix and gave
them a few CDs. We also
ate at a place called Stone
Soup, which takes its name
from the folk tale of the
same name.
In Austin, we stayed with
E.E. again, who threw an
impromptu poetry reading
for Joseph. It was excellent,
and definitely a highlight.
I filmed Joseph’s reading,
which was an interesting
role reversal as he’d been
filming and watching us
perform our craft night
after night.
We also saw thousands of
bats embark on their nocturnal exodus from a bridge
in Austin. Apparently, it’s
an event that happens every
evening during certain
seasons.
From Austin, it was pretty
uneventful until we reached
home--mostly driving
and taking turns playing
records.
What did we learn?
I suppose I learned, from
Joseph, that Subway is one

of the only fast
food restaurants
that serves vegan
food--and luckily,
they are also one
of the largest fast
food restaurants, so
they can be found
almost anywhere.
I also learned to approach the booking
process with more
scrutiny, especially
if you’re putting
trust in someone
else to book proper
dates. I learned it’s
important to know
and demand what
you deserve.
I learned a lot of
little things that
are hard to put into
words here--about
feeling and mood,
about people and
cities, about melatonin and humility,
about friends and
music.
Above all, it was great to be back on the road again after what happened last time. It was
great to play in new cities and see things through the eyes of friends who hadn’t been on
the road. It was great to walk the eastern shoreline. I’m not sure when the next tour will
be, but I hope it’s soon.

THE END?

The picture on the previous spread is Clipper modelling the new Red
Tank! shirts designed by Anthony Smith that were previewed in the first
zine. We printed them for tour, sent them out to merch subscribers, and
have had them at our merch table. We’re running low right now, but
will print off some more and put them up online soon, hopefully. They
were photographed by Mario Miguel.
This is a flier in the previous spread was made for our East Coast tour
kickoff. The center-piece was taken from promotional game art for the
original Metroid. We performed with Captain Samurai, Hesperus, and
Justus Proffit at the Lunchbox.
The photo below was taken by Mario Miguel, it was part of a series
of press photos for our tour. I’m also wielding a sword in it that my
mother brought back for me from Toledo.

CHOOSE YOUR FIGHTER
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Above is a screenshot from our “Minuet of Stone” video directed by Malakai. The
shooting was done over the course of a few days and was related to another video
shoot for Arena. The primary shots feature my living room at Leaf House with Aaron Ponzo, Zeb from RNA, Michael Cullan, Jeff, and myself performing/practicing.
Aaron and Zeb were contacted the day of shooting. Performing with two drummers
was a sort of happy accident and this hopefully won’t be the last time that happens.
Sam Russo, Michael, Jeff, and myself are featured in the other footage, where a
camera tracked around us. One of my friends is a cellist and commented when I
posted this video that a minuet is actually in 3, though I told him the minuet it’s
referring to isn’t the actual song. I keep saying this song is loosely based around
the supposed short-comings of a monastic lifestyle, but it’s hard to know for sure.

HOW NICE IT MUST BE TO CRAFT SO EASILY TIME ON
YOUR OWN. HOW NICE IT MUST BE TO AVOID SO SUDDENLY MUNDANE RESPONSIBILITY. HOW NICE IT MUST BE TO
RETREAT IN SECRECY AND BE LEFT ALONE. HOW NICE IT
MUST BE TO DISPENSE WITH TRANSPARENCY--YOUR MINUET OF STONE. STRAIGHT INTO YOUR TEMPLE.
-RED TANK! “MINUET OF STONE”-

UPDATES

As we’ve just returned and will be working on a new record, we don’t
have as many shows on the agenda as we would normally, though
we’ve played The Trunk Space, The Secret Garden, and Rebel Lounge
since we’ve been back. There are no timelines for the new album yet,
but I’d like to have it recorded if not released before the end of the year.
We’ll be performing at The Rebel Lounge again on September 27th as
musical guests on “Phoenix Tonight”, a variety show featuring local
stand up comedians, artists, etc.
The current local lineup consists
of myself (Clipper Arnold), Nate
Ray (drums), Nick Renneman
(guitar), and Michael Cullan
(bass). Daniel will be focusing on
their own project (Future Ghost)
in addition to other endeavors.
Our website is:
redtank.org
You can subscribe to this zine at:
patreon.com/redtank
Send booking requests, fanart, love/
hate mail, etc. to:
redtankmusic@gmail.com

Left: Photos by Isaac Emmons of Red Tank! performing with Surf Curse at 51West

